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ENGLISH IN ACTION II
LABORATORY
3rd Opportunity
Name: __________________________________________ Date: __________________
Choose the correct answer
1.- When my mother _________ a child, she lived with her grandparents in Mexico while
her parents __________ in Italy.
a) were/ was working
b) was/ was working
c) was/ were working
2.- They ___________ of staying in Italy for good, but at the end, they________ back to
Mexico.
a) were thinking / came
b) thought / coming
c) was thinking / came
3.- Which of the following is a complex sentence with a condition subordinator?
a) If you want to be given a certain benefit, you must work for it.
b) Give me that slice of pizza, or you will regret for the rest of your life.
c) I work hard so that I can earn money to travel.
d) Before you go to college, you should learn how to do your laundry.
4.- Which is the graph you can use to show the trend over a certain period of time?
a) Vertical Bar Graph b) Pie Graph c) Horizontal Bar Graph d) Line Graph
5.- Logical division of ideas is _______.
a) Dividing your paragraph to find a topic sentence.
b) A pattern of organization in which you divide your topic into main points and discuss
each main point separately.
c) What to use to compare the paragraphs in an essay.
d) Finding the correct form to analyze your paragraph within an essay or an article.
6.- The present perfect tense is made up of ____________.
a) has / have + present participle
b) had + past participle
c) has / have + past participle form of verb
7.-

-John had been at the disco.
-They hadn´t studied.
-I had left late.
-Had she bought the groceries?

Are examples of:
a) Past perfect tense

b) Present perfect tense

c) Simple past tense

8.- We can use the Present Perfect with unspecific expressions such as:
a) last month, a year ago, yesterday, etc.
b) tomorrow, next week, later, etc
c) ever, never, once, many times, before, so far, already, yet, etc.

9.- Visual aids are:
a) Graphs, posters, videos, images, etc
b) Notebook, eraser, computer, etc.
c) Classroom, desk, blackboard, etc.
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10.- Sarah is married. ____ husband is an engineer.
a) their
b) your c) his d) her e) our
11.- Mr. and Mrs. Jones live in Wales but ____ daughter lives in Scotland.
a) our b) their c) her d) my e) theirs

12.- James and I are in the same class. ____ school is great!
a) their b) her c) our d) your e) its
13.- Hello! Nice to meet you! What is ____ name?
a) my b) our c) your d) his e) its
14.- Frank and I are twins. ____ birthday is in October.
a) we b) their c) our d) his e) your
15.- Why Visual Message is so important?
a) Because they explain replace the presentation and the verbal message.
b) Because they help the audience understand what you´re saying
c) Because they are the most importat part of a presentation
16.- When my mother _________ a child, she lived with her grandparents in Mexico while
her parents __________ in Italy.
a) were/ was working
b) was/ was working
c) was/ were working
17.- Find the mistake in the sentence and choose the correct option using possessive
pronouns.
a) It’s your father’s idea, not my.
b) It’s your father’s idea, not me. It’s your father’s idea, not me.
c) It’s your father’s idea, not I.
d) It’s your father’s idea, not mine.

18.- Which of the following is complex sentence?
a) The actor arrived late to the convention because he wasn’t feeling well.
b) My sister is getting married.
c) The bartender gave me his number.
19.- Which is the correct order to write adjectives in a sentence?
a) material, size, shape, color, age, purpose, origin, opinión
b) Opinion, size, age, shape, color, origin, material, purpose
c) Color, material, age, shape, purpose, origin, size

20.- ________ you ever been in London?
a) Has
b) Had
c) Have
21.- They _____________ married since 2010.
a) has been
b) have been
c) has were
22.- She _____________ him for a long time.
a) was not seen b) did not saw
c) has not seen
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23.- Choose the sentence that is in "Present Perfect Tense"
a) I was running in the park when my mom called me
b) She has lived in Paris for 10 years
c) They were busy yesterday.
24.- What is a complex sentence?
a) Is a combination of one independent clause and one (or more) dependent clause(s).
b) It has one subjet and one verb combination.
c) It has two simple sentences joined by a coordinationg conjuntction.
25.- What is a process paragraph?
a) To give a brief summary of the work.
b) To explain how to do something clearly, break the process down into a series of steps.
c) To solve a particular problem.
d) None of the above.
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